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ON THE LEAFWISE COHOMOLOGY AND DYNAMICAL ZETA FUNCTIONS

FOR FIBER BUNDLES OVER THE CIRCLE

JUNHYEONG KIM

Abstract. In this paper, we give concrete descriptions of leafwise cohomology groups and
show the regularized determinant expression of the dynamical zeta function for fiber bundles
over S1. As applications, we show a functional equation and some formulas for special values
of the dynamical zeta function.

Introduction

In a series of papers (c.f. [D1]-[D5]), Deninger considered smooth manifolds with 1-
codimensional foliation and transverse flow as geometric analogues of arithmetic schemes. He
studied the dynamical zeta functions by means of the (infinite dimensional) leafwise cohomol-
ogy groups. Among other things, he presented a form of the conjectural dynamical Lefschetz
trace formula, and showed dynamical analogues of the explicit formula in analytic number
theory and the Lichtenbaum conjecture on special values of the Hasse-Weil zeta function of
arithmetic schemes. Although Deninger founded a general framework for his theory, concrete
examples still remain to be explored. So it would be interesting to investigate his theory for
some concrete examples.

In this paper, we consider a standard and simple example, namely, a fiber bundle over S1.
It is equipped with the 1-codimensional foliation F by the projection to the circle S1 and the
transverse flow suspended by the monodromy. Moreover it may be regarded as a geometric
analogue of an algebraic variety over a finite field. Our first result is the concrete description
of the leafwise cohomology groups H•

F(M) and the infinitesimal generator acting on it in
terms of the singular/de Rham cohomology of the fiber. Using this, we show the regularized
determinant expression for the dynamical zeta function. We note that such a expression
follows from a "conjectural" dynamical Lefschetz trace formula for general foliated manifolds.
As applications, we show a functional equation and some formulas for special values of the
dynamical zeta function of a fiber bundle over S1.

1. Preliminaries about foliated manifolds

In this section, we recall fundamental settings; foliated dynamical systems on manifolds and
leafwise cohomology groups.

1.1. Foliation and transverse flow. Let X be a smooth,connected, closed and oriented man-
ifold of n-dimension with a d-codimensional foliation F = FX . The formal definition of a
foliation is as follows: Let (Ui)i∈I be charts covering X together with maps (ϕi : Ui → Rn)i∈I .
Assume that the transition maps ϕi j := ϕ j ◦ ϕ−1i which are defined over Ui ∩ Uj take the form
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ϕi j(x, y) = (ϕ1
i j
(x), ϕ2

i j
(x, y)) where x denotes the first d coordinates and y denotes the last n− d

coordinates. By piecing together the stripes, where x is constant, from chart to chart, we obtain
immersed sub-manifolds whose first d local coordinates on each Ui are constant. They form a
partition F of the manifold X , and we call it a d-codimensional foliation. Each sub-manifold
is called a leaf of the foliation.

Let φ : R × X → X be a smooth R-action such that maps leaves to leaves, i.e. for any two
points x and y in a same leaf L, there is a leaf L ′ containing φ(t, x) and φ(t, y) for any t ∈ R.
We call the dynamical system the transverse flow which is compatible with the foliation F .
Denote φ(t,−) : X → X for t ∈ R by φt . Note that each φt is a diffeomorphism of X .

1.2. Leafwise cohomology and Infinitesimal generator. Assuming that a manifold X has a
foliation F , we have a sub-vector bundle TF of the tangent bundle T X whose restriction to
any leaf L is identified with the tangent bundle of the leaf, i.e. TF |L � TL. Differential
i-forms along the leaves are defined as smooth sections to the sub-vector bundle ∧iT∗F . Such
a differential form is called a leafwise i-form . Denote by Ai

F(X) the space Γ(X,∧iT∗F ) of
leafwise i-forms. If we consider a restriction map to a leaf L, it induces the following map:

Ai
F(X) → Ai(L)
ωF 7→ ωF |L .

(1.1)

It is easy to check that this map is surjective. The restriction of a leafwise form ωF becomes a
differential form on the leaf.

Let
di
F : Ai

F(X) → Ai+1
F (X).

be the exterior derivative which is restricted on Ai
F(X). It is a differential operator which acts

only along leaves direction. It satisfies the relation di+1
F ◦di

F = 0. Hence, the pairs (Ai
F(X), di

F)
form a complex. We call it the leafwise de Rham complex. We denote the kernel of di

F by

Z i
F(X) and the image of di−1

F by Bi
F(X). Note that leafwise i-forms in Z i

F(X) (resp. Bi
F(X))

are called leafwise closed i-forms (resp. leafwise exact i-forms). Then, we have the following
definition:

Definition. We define the i-th leafwise cohomology group of F by the i-th homology group of

the leafwise de Rham complex.

Hi
F(X) := Z i

F(X)/Bi
F(X).

Since X is closed, the leafwise cohomology group is trivial for i > n − d. For the transverse
flow, each diffeomorphism φt can be induced on any Ai

F(X) as the pullback. Then we have the
following operator:

Definition. The infinitesimal generator on Ai
F(X) is defined by

Θ := lim
t→0

φt∗ − id

t
.

The operator Θ is shown to be independent of the choice of the time parameter t.

2. Leafwise cohomology of fiber bundles over S1

In this section, we give a concrete description of the leafwise cohomology groups for fiber
bundles over S1.
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2.1. Fiber bundles over S1. Let S be a orientable closed manifold of d dimension and ϕ be
an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of S. Assume that the number of periodic orbits of
ϕ is countably many.

Example. We call ϕ an Anosov diffeomorphism if a tangent bundle splits into two sub-bundles

which are invariant with respect to the differential of ϕ, one of which is contracting and the

other is expanding under ϕ for some Riemannian metric. It is known that if ϕ is an Anosov

diffeomorphism, it has countably many periodic points.

We define the mapping torus of ϕ as follows:

M := S × R/(ϕ(x), t) ∼ (x, t + log r) for r > 1. (2.1)

The manifold M is the fiber bundle over S1 of (d + 1) dimension with the projection π : M →
S1; [x, t] 7→ t mod Z. We give additional structures on M; a foliation of 1-codimension and the
transverse flow.

A foliation structure is given by the partition F = {π−1(t)|t ∈ S1}. Every fiber over the
circle is leaves of the foliation. Denote by Lt the leaf π−1(t) for t ∈ S1. The transverse flow φ,
which maps leaves to leaves, is defined by a smooth R-action on M

φt [x, s] = [x, s + t] for t ∈ R.

The flow can be seen as the R-action being suspended from the Z-action on S via the powers
of ϕ. Therefore we have a periodic obit o of the Z-action on S for any closed orbit γ of the
R-action on M . The period of a closed orbit γ is log r times the period |o | of corresponding
periodic orbit and the norm of γ is defined by log N(γ) := |o | log r.

2.2. The leafwise cohomology groups. We describe leafwise differential forms more explicitly
for M . Choosing a fixed t in S1, we give a restriction map to the leaf Lt = π

−1(t):

Pi,t : Ai
F(M) → Ai(Lt )
wF 7→ wF |Lt

.

Since M is suspended by ϕ, leafwise differential forms have a natural boundary condition about
the time parameter t; ωF |Lt+log r

= ϕ∗(ωF |Lt
). It is easy to check that the R-action φlog r∗ on

Ai
F(M) coincides with ϕ∗.

Leafwise differential forms can be described as paths in Ai(S) as follows: Denote by M̃ a
Z-covering of M which is homeomorphic to S ×R. It has the induced foliation F̃ whose leaves
are the slices S × {∗}. First, we have an injective map

C∞(R,Ai(S)) →֒ Γ(S × R;∧iT∗S) = Ai

F̃(M̃)
[t 7→ st ] 7→ [(x, t) 7→ st (x)].

(2.2)

Here we set a topology on C∞(R,Ai(S)) induced by C∞-topology on Ai

F̃
(M̃). Note that we

also have an injective map

Ai

F̃(M̃) →֒ C∞(R,Ai(S))
ωF̃ 7→ [t 7→ ωF̃ |S×{t }].

(2.3)

By (2.2) and (2.3), we have the homeomorphism between C∞(R,Ai(S)) and Ai

F̃
(M̃).
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Leafwise differential forms on M are injectively lifted into Ai

F̃
(M̃) by the covering map.

Then we have the following map via the homeomorphism

P : Ai
F(M) → C∞(R,Ai(S)) � Ai

F̃
(M̃)

ωF 7→ (t 7→ ωF |Lt
).

The image of P is a subspace of C∞(R,Ai(S)) which satisfies the boundary condition. We
denote by C∞

ϕ (R,Ai(S)) the subspace. We have the following homeomorphism:

P : Ai
F(M) ∼−→ C∞

ϕ (R,Ai(S)).
We describe the leafwise cohomology groups as path spaces in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. We have a homeomorphism:

Ψ : Hi
F(M) ∼−→ C∞

ϕ (R,Hi(S))
[ωF] 7→ [t 7→ [ωF]|Lt

].
(2.4)

Proof. Let
Di : C∞(R,Ai(S)) → C∞(R,Ai+1(S))

(c : t 7→ c(t)) 7→ (Dic : t 7→ di
sc(t))

be an operator, where di
s is the exterior derivative on S. Since it satisfies Di ◦ Di+1

= 0, the
pairs (C∞(R,Ai(S)), Di) form a cochain complex.

For a path c in C∞
ϕ (R,Ai(S)), the operator Di is compatible with the boundary condition as

follows:

Dic(t + log r) = di
sc(t + log r)

= di
s(ϕ∗(c(t)))

= ϕ∗(di
sc(t))

= ϕ∗(Dic(t)).
Denote by Di

r the restricted operator. It is easy to check that the restricted operator satisfies
Di
r ◦ Di+1

r = 0. Hence the pairs (C∞
ϕ (R,Ai(S)), Di

r ) form a cochain complex too. Moreover,
the homology groups of the cochain complex have the following isomorphisms

Ker(Di
r )/Im(Di−1

r ) �→ C∞
ϕ (R,Hi(S))

c mod Im(Di−1
r ) 7→ [t 7→ c(t) mod Im(di−1

s )].
Finally, since the following diagram is commutative

· · · Ai
F(M) Ai+1

F (M) · · ·

· · · C∞
ϕ (R,Ai(S)) C∞

ϕ (R,Ai+1(S)) · · · ,

di

F

P P

Di
r

the homeomorphism p induces the quasi-isomorphism Ψ between cochain complexes. �

Let d
dt

be a differential operator on C∞
ϕ (R,Hi(S)) given by

( d

dt
c)(t) := lim

h→0

c(t + h) − c(t)
h

for t ∈ R.
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We have the following corollary for the operator:

Theorem 2.2. The infinitesimal generator Θ on H̄i
F(M) corresponds to the differential operator

d
dt

on C∞
ϕ (R,Hi(S)):

(Hi
F(M),Θ) � (C∞

ϕ (R,Hi(S)), d

dt
).

Proof. For [ωF] ∈ Hi
F(M), we have the following correspondence via the homeomorphism

Ψ : φh∗[ωF] 7→ [t 7→ [ωF]|Lt+h
].

Therefore we have Ψ(φh∗[ωF])(t) = Ψ([ωF])(t + h).
By using the property, we can show that the infinitesimal generator and the differential

operator are commutative with Ψ

Ψ(Θ[ωF])(t) = Ψ
(

lim
h→0

φh∗([ωF]) − [ωF]
h

)

(t)

= lim
h→0

Ψ(φh∗([ωF]))(t) − Ψ([ωF])(t)
h

= lim
h→0

Ψ([ωF])(t + h) − Ψ([ωF])(t)
h

=

(

d

dt
Ψ([ωF])

)

(t).

�

3. Dynamical zeta functions of fiber bundles over S1

3.1. Cohomological expression. We define the dynamical zeta function of M by

ζ(M,FM, φ
t ; s) :=

∏

γ

(1 − N(γ)−s)−1

where γ runs over periodic orbits of the R-action φt . Denote simply by ζ(M; s) the dynamical
zeta function of (M,FM, φ

t ). C. Deninger suggested that the dynamical zeta function can
be described in terms of leafwise cohomology groups and infinitesimal generator and is an
analogue of the Hasse-Weil zeta function. We show that ζ(M; s) has the leafwise cohomological
expression for (M,FM, φ

t ) as C. Deninger conjectured.

Theorem 3.1. The dynamical zeta function ζ(M; s) is described in terms of leafwise cohomology

groups and infinitesimal generator

ζ(M; s) =
d
∏

i

det∞(s · id − Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

(−1)i+1

where det∞ is the regularized determinant and Hi
F(M,C) is the complexification of Hi

F(M).

We first see that the leafwise cohomological expression is defined for (M,FM, φ
t ). Recall

that regularized determinants det∞(Θ|V) is defined if the following condition (1) and (2) hold:
(1) V is a complex vector space of countable dimension. An operator Θ has finitely many

eigenvalues whose eigen-space is of finite dimension. Then V is the direct sum of eigen-spaces.
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(2) Under condition (1), let Sp(Θ|V) be the set of eigenvalues of Θ with multiplicities. We
assume that the Dirichlet series

∑

α,0∈Sp(Θ |V )

1

αs
with α−s = |α |−se−is(Argα),−π < Argα ≤ π

converges absolutely for Res ≫ 0 and has an analytic continuation to the half plane Res > −ǫ
for some ǫ > 0 which is holomorphic at s = 0.

The following theorem implies that the regularized determinants det∞(s · id −Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

satisfy the condition (1) for s ∈ C.

Theorem 3.2. Sp(Θ|Hi
F(M,C)) can be described in terms of Sp(ϕ∗ |Hi(S,C))

Sp(Θ|Hi
F(M,C)) =

{

log α + 2πiv

log r
|α ∈ Sp(ϕ∗ |Hi(S,C)), v ∈ Z

}

. (3.1)

Proof. Let [ωF] ∈ Hi
F(M,C) be an eigenvector of the infinitesimal operator Θ with an eigen-

value α ∈ C:
Θ[ωF] = α · [ωF].

By using Theorem 2.1, we have the following differential equation:

d

dt
Ψ([ωF])(t) = α · Ψ([ωF])(t)

Then the solution is given as a cohomological class on S.

Ψ([ωF])(t) = eαtΨ([ωF])(0)
If we note that Ψ([ωF])(t + log r) = ϕ∗(Ψ([ωF])(t)), Ψ([ωF])(t) is an eigenvector of ϕ∗ with
the eigenvalue eα log r

= rα for a fixed t in S1:

Ψ([ωF])(t + log r) = eα log rΨ([ωF])(t)
= ϕ∗(Ψ([ωF])(t)).

Thus, for an eigenvalue α ∈ Sp(Θ|Hi
F(M,C)) , rα = eα log r should be the eigenvalue of ϕ∗ on

the Hi(S,C).
Conversely, for an eigenvector [µ] ∈ Hi(S,C) of ϕ∗ with an eigenvalue β, we suspend it to

foliation cohomological classes [µF]v for all v ∈ Z which are defined by:

Ψ([µF]v)(t) := e
( log β+2π i v

log r
)t [µ] for t ∈ R/log r Z,

where i is
√
−1. They satisfy the boundary condition and are eigenvectors of Θ on Hi

F(M,C)
with the eigenvalues log β+2πiv

log r
for ∀v ∈ Z. Therefore, { log β+2πiv

log r
|v ∈ Z} is the corresponding

eigenvalues of the eigenvalue β. �

To show that the condition (2) holds, we interpret the Dirichlet series by using the Hurwitz
zeta function

tr(s · id − Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

−z
=

∑

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)

∑

v∈Z
(s − log α + 2πiv

log r
)−z

=

∑

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)

∑

v∈Z

{

2πiv

log r

(

s · log r − log α

2πi
+ v

)}−z
,

(3.2)

where ϕ∗
i

denotes ϕ∗ on Hi(S).
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We recall that the Hurwitz zeta function ζhur(z, s) is defined by:

ζhur(z, s) :=
∞
∑

n=0

(s + n)−z for Re(z) > 1, Re(s) > 0.

It is known that the series is absolutely convergent and can be extended to a meromorphic
function defined for all z , 1. More generally we set

ζη,hur(z, s) =
∞
∑

n=0

(η(s + n))−z,

where η is a non-zero complex number. If we denote 2πi
log r

and s ·log r−logα
2πi

in (3.2) simply by η
and sα, respectively, then the series (3.2) is expressed by using the Hurwitz zeta function

∑

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)
ζη,hur(z, sα) + ζ−η,hur(z,−sα) − (ηsα)−z .

Since the condition (2) holds from the property of the Hurwitz zeta function, the regularized
determinant is defined for (M,FM, φ

t ).
Next we show that the leafwise cohomological expression coincides with the dynamical zeta

function of (M,FM, φ
t ). We define a regularized product by

∏

v∈Z
η(s + v) =

∏

n∈N
η(s + n) · (−η)(−s + n)/(ηs)

:= exp(−∂zζη,hur(0, s) − ∂zζ−η,hur(0,−s)) · (ηs)−1,

where η is a non-zero complex number. Then the lemma follows from properties of Hurwitz
zeta function.

Lemma 3.3. The regularized product such as the following form can be computed by using

properties of the Hurwitz zeta functions:

∏

v∈Z
η(s + v) = 1 − e−2πis

Proof. It is known for the Hurwitz zeta functions that:

∂zζhur(0, s) = log Γ(s) − 1

2
log 2π.

Then we have

exp(−∂zζη,hur(0, s)) = η
1
2
−s

(

Γ(s)
√
2π

)−1
.

By using the formula:

1

s

(

Γ(s)
√
2π

)−1 (
Γ(−s)
√
2π

)−1
= eπi(

1
2
+s)(1 − e−2πis ),
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we get the following equality:

∏

v∈Z
η(s + v) = η 1

2
−s

(

Γ(s)
√
2π

)−1
· (−η) 12+s

(

Γ(−s)
√
2π

)−1
· (ηs)−1

= (η)− 1
2
+s(−η) 12+s · 1

s

(

Γ(s)
√
2π

)−1 (
Γ(−s)
√
2π

)−1

=

{

1 − e−2πis If 0 ≤ Argη < π

1 − e2πis If − π ≤ Argη < 0

In this case, since 0 ≤ Argη < π, we get the statement of the lemma. �

We denote the leafwise cohomological expression by the regularized product as follows

d
∏

i

det∞(s · id − Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

(−1)i+1 (3.1)
=

∏

i

∏

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)

∏

v∈Z
(s − log α + 2πiv

log r
)(−1)i+1

=

∏

i

∏

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)

∏

v∈Z

{

2πiv

log r

(

s · log r − log α

2πi
+ v

)}(−1)i+1

.

By using the Lemma 3.3, we have the following product form
d
∏

i

det∞(s · id − Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

(−1)i+1
=

∏

i

∏

α∈Sp(ϕ∗
i
)
(1 − exp(log α − s · log r))(−1)i+1 .

The corollary follows from the product form.

Corollary 3.3.1. The leafwise cohomological expression is described with the cohomology of

the fiber S:

d
∏

i

det∞(s · id − Θ|Hi
F(M,C))

(−1)i+1
=

d
∏

i=0

det(1 − ϕ∗ · r−s |Hi(S,C))(−1)i+1 . (3.3)

The relation between periodic orbits of Z-action on S and R-action on M gives the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.4. the dynamical zeta function ζ(M; s) of (M,FM, φ
t ) has the cohomological ex-

pression in terms of the cohomology groups of the fiber S

ζ(M; s) =
d
∏

i=0

det(1 − ϕ∗ · r−s |Hi(S,C))(−1)i+1 . (3.4)

Proof. We have the bijective between periodic orbits of Z-action on S and R-action on M . If we
denote by o a corresponding periodic orbit of Z-action on S for a periodic orbit γ of R-action
on M , the norm N(γ) is defined by log N(γ) = |o | log r where |o | is the period of o. Therefore
we have

ζ(M; s) =
∏

o

(1 − e−s |o | log r )−1,

where o runs over periodic orbits of the Z-action on S. Then the lemma follows from the
Lefschetz fixed-point theorem. �

Proof of theorem 3.1. The assertion follows from the composite of (3.3) and (3.4). �
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3.2. Functional equations. The zeta function ζ(M; s) has the functional equation as follows:
The closed manifold S has the symmetric property which is given by a perfect pairing

∪ : Hi(S) × Hd−i(S) → Hd(S).
The pullback of the diffeomorphism ϕ of S is compatible with the pairing

ϕ∗(v) ∪ ϕ∗(w) = ϕ∗(v ∪ w) for v ∈ Hi(S),w ∈ Hd−i(S).
Since ϕ∗ acts on Hd(S) as the identity, the following holds ([Ha],Appendix C, Lemma 4.3.):

det(ϕ∗ |Hd−i(S)) = 1

det(ϕ∗ |Hi(S)) (3.5)

and

det(1 − ϕ∗t |Hd−i(S)) = (−t)β(i)
det(ϕ∗ |Hi(S))det(1 − ϕ

∗t−1 |Hi(S)), (3.6)

where β(i) is the i-th Betti number.

Theorem 3.5 (Functional equation). The zeta function is symmetrical about Re(s) = 0

ζ(M; s) = (−rs)χ(S) · ζ(M;−s),
where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of S.

Proof. As the result of the corollary 3.3.1, the zeta function can be described with the coho-
mology groups of S:

ζ(M; s) =
d
∏

i=0

det(1 − ϕ∗ · r−s |Hd−i(S,C))(−1)i+1

(3.6)
=

d
∏

i=0

{

(−r−s)β(i)
det(ϕ∗ |Hi(S))det(1 − ϕ

∗rs |Hi(S))
}(−1)i+1

(3.5)
= (−r−s)−χ(S)ζ(M;−s).

�

3.3. Special values of ζ(M; s). We compute special values of the dynamical zeta function
ζ(M; s): We define the special value of ζ(M; s) at s = k by

ζ(M; k)∗ := lim
s→k
ζ(M; s) · (s − k)−ords=kζ (M ;s),

where −ords=k ζ(M; s) is the order of ζ(M; s) at s = k for k ∈ C. Note that the order of ζ(M; s)
at s = k for k ∈ C is given by

ords=k ζ(M; s) =
∑

i

(−1)i+1 dim(Hi
F(M)Θ∼k),

where Hσ∼k is the eigenspace of σ on H whose eigenvalue is k.
We show the computation of special values of ζ(M; s) as follows.

Theorem 3.6. If we set the m-th Lefschetz number for m ∈ Z by

Λ(ϕm) :=
∑

i

(−1)itr(ϕm∗ |Hi(S)),
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the special value of ζ(M; s) at s = k can be expressed with the order of the function and the

Lefschetz number.

ζ(M; k)∗ = (log r)ords=kζ (M ;s) exp(
∑

m≥1

r−kmΛ(ϕm) + ords=kζ(M; s)
m

).

Proof. Corollary 3.3.1 allows ζ(M; s) to be decomposed with respect to eigenvalues of ϕ∗:

ζ(M; s) =
∏

i

(1 − rk−s)(−1)i+1 dim(H i(S))ϕ∗∼r k
det(1 − ϕ∗ · r−s |Hi(S)ϕ∗

/r k )(−1)i+1

We give the Taylor series about (s − k)
ζ(M; s) = (log r(s − k)+O((s − k)2))ords=kζ (M ;s)

· exp(
∑

m≥1

∑

i

(−1)itr(ϕm∗) · r−sm

m
|Hi(S)ϕ∗

/r k ).

Note that O(x2) is the big-O notation. Then we compute the special value at s = k

ζ(M; k)∗ = (log r)ords=kζ (M ;s) · exp(
∑

m≥1

∑

i

(−1)itr(ϕm∗) · r−km

m
|Hi(S)ϕ∗

/r k ).

By decomposing the Lefschetz number with respect to ords=k ζ(M; s)
Λ(ϕm) = −rkm · ords=kζ(M; s) +

∑

i

(−1)itr(ϕm∗ |Hi(S)ϕ∗
/r k ),

we get the statement of the theorem

ζ(M; k)∗ = (log r)ords=kζ (M ;s) exp(
∑

m≥1

r−kmΛ(ϕm) + ords=kζ(M; s)
m

).

�
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